Light of Truth Center, Inc.
Behavior Health System
A YEAR IN REVIEW – 2019

THE LIGHT OF TRUTH CENTER ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2019
For over twenty years, the Light of Truth Center (LTC) continues to fulfill their goals to
be an organization filled with love; a place that is conducive to recovery, while
promoting transformation and restoration. LTCs’ hopes and dreams are captured in their
vision statement.
Vision Statement The Light of Truth Center, Inc. is a non‐profit organization dedicated
to providing safe and supportive housing in an environment conducive to recovery,
transition, and restoration. This environment facilitates education, empowerment,
enlightenment, and healing for women recovering from addictions.

2019 REVIEW
− LTC was a sponsor for this year’s Baltimore Recovery walk, held September 27th at
Druid Hill Park, and received an award from the Mayor Jack Bernard Young.
− On November13th Vaile Leonard (LTC’s executive director) was presented a Positive
People award from the Baltimore Times newspaper for her outstanding work in the
recovery community.
− The new clinical team is taking the Intensive Outpatient (IOP) and Outpatient (OP)
programs to another level of excellence.
− Tyrell Moyd, LTC’s Education and Wellness Director for the Light of Truth Center
dba 3C Recovery Support Training Institute, has successfully held numerous well
attended classes throughout the year. MPAC was awarded a grant from OSI and
collaborated with LTC to provide training. LTC has been certified by Maryland
Addiction and Behavioral Health Professionals Board to provide CCAR Recovery
Coach Academy Training.
− According to evaluations, the annual Recovering Hearts conference was successfully
held at the site of LTC’s ongoing partner One God One Thought Center, Inc. Next
year’s venue will have to accommodate more people.
− The annual fund raising boutique (clothing sale) was hosted again at the home of Don
and Ginny Robertson and was an overwhelming success.
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− The annual fund raising gala was well attended and enjoyed by all. One of LTC’s
alumni, Kim Farabee, spoke at the gala and attributed successfully achievement of
goals to her tenure at LTC.
− LTC’s former board member Alicia Daye planned an outing for the women in the
Center with an open invitation to all stakeholders. They attended the Women’s AA
conference in Parsippany New Jersey. Everyone expressed delight and look forward to
next year’s outing.
− Light of Truth Center was excited and thrilled to hold two (2) Open House viewings
of their new recovery residences. The first one held on November 12 th was for the
funders and private donors. The second one, held November 16th, was for LTC
supporters and treatment providers.
The LTC recovery residence located
at 1933 W. Lafayette Street is named
the Sollins-McCarthy Center after
Howard Sollins and Dan McCarthy,
respectively, for their outstanding
support.
The lower level library is named in honor of Don & Ginny
Robertson; longtime supporters and advocates for Light of
Truth Center. Ginny Robertson is currently serving as Board
President.

The second recovery residence, located at 902 Wheeler Avenue, is named the Leonard
Family Center in honor of the founders’ parents
The lower level has a library as well and is named after LTC’s
strong supporters Victor & Mercidees McTeer.
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FINANCIAL information
LTC’s 2019 net assets were $15,904.14 based on $193,921.99 revenue and $178,017.85
expenses. Category percentages are depicted in the charts below.

INCOME

EXPENSES
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OVERVIEW
Program rules are more stringent for level 1 residents, i.e. they are not allowed to work
during the first six months of admission. LTC residents attend off-site NA/AA meetings,
weekly onsite behavior modification and spirituality group meetings. All residents are
expected to remain substance free, obtain a sponsor, participate in random drug
screening, seek stable living arrangements, and not engage in criminal activity.

DEMOGRAPHICS
During 2019, 23 women participated in LTC programs during their residency (9 at level 1
and 14 at level 1). Over 75% of the level 2 residents were employed, volunteered, or
attended school. Most of the level 1 residents stayed less than six months while most of
level 2 residents stayed for 12 months or more. Over 80% of the residents were seeking
stable housing. The majority of the level 1 residents were ages 41 to 50, while most of the
level 2 residents were age 51 or older. LTC residents are predominantly (75%) African
American.

OUTCOMES
Of the 23 residents, only 3 relapsed and none engaged in criminal activity in 2019.
Eleven of sixteen residents were discharged successfully, i.e. goals were met. LTC’s
dedication and commitment to improving the quality of the lives of the residents was
fulfilled according to satisfaction surveys completed by them. Favorable responses are
answered either “Strongly Agree or Agree.” When these responses were combined, 87%
of the residents responded favorably to all the survey questions. The graph below
summarizes responses to the satisfaction surveys that were completed during 2019.
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PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES TO 2019 CONSUMER SATISFACTION SURVEYS
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